
Billi London's 

simple 

care routine

To know by heart



Here is a simple and effective care

routine that will extend the durability of

your tights.

 
"We already care better and give more love to
pieces such as a silk top or cashmere jumper, so
why not with our tights?"
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Part 1
Washing
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Machine wash

Place them in a small laundry bag.

We highly recommend the

Guppyfriend.

Use a delicate program.

Do not exceed the temperature of

30 °C.

Use a mild detergent: the EcoEgg,

Kinn Living...

Avoid fabric softeners: it alters the

mesh and thus impacts its quality.
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The Guppyfriend

A washing bag: scientifically approved

solution to prevent microfibers from

entering into rivers and oceans.  It

results in fewer fiber losses and thus

helps your garments last longer.

Replaces laundry detergent and

fabric conditioner, contains no

harmful chemicals, just natural

minera.

The EcoEgg

Kinn Living detergent

Award winning plant-based, vegan

and eco-friendly cleaning products

including laundry liquid made in the

UK.



Prioritise handwashing your

tights.

Rub gently with hard soap

or mild detergent.

Total time: 3 mins

maximum!

Hand wash
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Try to wear them more

than once or twice before

washing them (unless you

party all night long of

course!). The less you wash

it, the longer it will last.
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Drying
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Part 2



Never put your tights in a

dryer, it will damage them.

It should only take one

hour to dry in the open-

air!
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Part 3
You and your tights
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Moisturise your skin before

putting it on.
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Don't put it on like jeans

(yes, we all do it, the

faster the better!)
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1. Take one leg, roll it up to the

toe.

2. Unroll it to half of the leg. 

3. Repeat with the second leg. 

4. Then unroll it to the top for

both legs so that the tension is

perfectly spread along the entire

leg.

To put on your tights:

1.
2.

3.
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If it ever slips (very unlikely

with your Billi London tights), 

 do not yank on it to pull it up.

Instead, roll it up slowly from

bottom to top with your hand.
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Select the size that best

fits you. Don't worry, we

will help you with this !
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Part 4
Fun facts
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If you don’t have any small

laundry bag, you can use a

pillow case instead.
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Did you know that the cold

is your tights’ best ally? So

place them in your fridge/

freezer using a freezer bag

for a few hours to help your

tights hulk out. The cold will

tighten up the mesh of your

tights and makes them less

likely to rip or rupture.
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Thank you 

Voila! By applying our top

tips, you'll make your Billi

London tights last longer!


